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The TRACE Model

Sim. 1: Using Representational Similarity Analysis to assess a putative hallmark of Predictive Coding
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3. TRACE simulations
● 8 levels of noise (Gaussian noise with mean = 0 and SD = 0 and 

0.5 to 2.0 in steps of 0.25)
● 5 levels of priming (0.00 to 0.20 in steps of 0.05)
● 20 repetitions at each Noise x Prime x Match combination
● Calculated RDMs at each level of noise and priming from 

phoneme layer states from cycle 11 to 80 (cycles chosen do not 
alter overall pattern)

From RDMs, calculated 
Fisher-z-transformed 
Spearman correlations 
with theoretical RDM 
where cohorts & rhymes 
have predicted 
dissimilarity = 0, all other 
word pairs = 1 

Only plotting Prime = 
0.05, but same pattern 
observed at all levels of 
Prime

TRACE exhibits cross-over interaction thought to reflect PC

4. What causes cross-over in TRACE?
● Low noise: Feedback from the primed target (Match 

condition) leads to more distinctive phonemic patterns 
compared to associated cohort and rhyme; thus, RSA 
correlations are lower for Match than for Neutral/Mismatch

● High noise: Less bottom-up support for (and less feedback 
from) the primed target reduces the discrepancy in the RSA 
between the Match and Neutral/Mismatch conditions

● RDMs: Lower correlation for Match at 
lower noise levels subtly visible in 
slightly more purple tiles adjacent to 
diagonal (see yellow highlighted tiles)

○ Higher correlation for Match at higher 
noise apparent in more structured 
pattern (more light purple)

RDMs with Prime = 0.05

Theoretical RDM

2. Testing whether this pattern is incompatible 
with interactive activation (IA)
● Blank & Davis (2016) compared simplified models with inhibitory 

feedback ('predictive coding') or multiplicative feedback 
('sharpened signals'/IA)

● Their IA model predicts main effects (Low noise > High noise, 
Match > Neutral) but no interaction

● However, models were highly simplified, and did not process 
over-time incremental inputs

● We applied the paradigm to TRACE, and treated TRACE like a 
subject in a neuroimaging study, comparing global state patterns 
in the phoneme layer under different levels of noise and priming

5. What TRACE feature drives cross-over? 

Without feedback
No cross-over; main effect of 

prime type disrupted

Without within-layer 
lexical inhibition

Small cross-over; main effect 
of prime type amplified

IMPLICATIONS 
● Cross-over & main effect of prime type depend on feedback

○ Inhibition is important for governing activations in TRACE, 
but is not the causal feature behind the crucial cross-over

● Either these effects are not diagnostic of Predictive Coding 
OR TRACE implicitly implements Predictive Coding

● Cross-over + main effect of prime type could be new test of 
feedback

Relationship between information theory and word recognition 
● Basic assumption: each phoneme is a cue for word recognition
● Phoneme surprisal: measure of information content, associated with prediction error

○ How much information does the phoneme contribute for recognizing the word?
● Lexical entropy: measure of uncertainty, associated with lexical competition

○ How many different words are compatible with the input at each phoneme?
Evidence from neuroscience

● Brain responses to isolated words correlate with phoneme surprisal but not with lexical 
entropy (Gagnepain et al., 2012; Gaston et al., 2020); Gagnepain et al. (2012) interpreted 
this as evidence for predictive coding without direct involvement of lexical competition

● But brain responses to continuous speech are correlated simultaneously with surprisal 
and entropy (Brodbeck et al., 2018)

Relationship to interactive activation
● TRACE implements lexical competition through lateral inhibition between words. Does 

this lead to activity correlated with lexical entropy?
● TRACE was not explicitly designed as a predictive model; could it nevertheless explain 

signals correlated with surprisal?

IMPLICATIONS 
● Phoneme surprisal and lexical entropy are able to predict activity in TRACE, supporting the 

use of surprisal and entropy to analyze information processing in neuroscience

● Differences between neural data and TRACE warrant further investigation
○ More consistent effects of surprisal than entropy in neural data, especially in single word 

recognition (Gaston et al., 2020), whereas entropy appears more pervasive in TRACE
○ Surprisal effect seems to be linked to lexical competition/entropy in TRACE

1. A hallmark of Predictive Coding (PC)?

A proposed hallmark of PC (argued 
to be incompatible with interactive 
activation) is that when inputs 
conform to expectations, sublexical 
activations should be reduced 
under low noise, while under high 
noise they should increase (Blank & 
Davis, 2016; Sohoglu & Davis, 2020)

Phonological detail is defined in 
terms of the representational 
dissimilarity matrix (RDM) at right

Empirical target: 
cross-over interaction 

                  Prime   Target .
Match:       SING      sing
Neutral:     XXXX     sing
Mismatch: BATH     sing
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● 900-word lexicon with frequency 
implemented through resting level 
activation

● Phoneme surprisal and lexical 
entropy used to predict TRACE 
activation time course using 
time-shifted regression 

● Evaluation of predictive power using 
cross-validation

Predictors Activation

● TRACE signals at the word 
level are related to both 
entropy and surprisal, and at 
the phoneme level are 
related only to entropy (A)

● Since TRACE implements lexical competition 
at the word level, entropy could originate at 
the word level and propagate to the phoneme 
level through word-to-phoneme feedback. 
Indeed, entropy effects at the phoneme level 
are abolished when word-to-phoneme 
feedback is disabled (B)

● Entropy has been associated with lexical competition, which is implemented in 
TRACE through lateral inhibition. Disabling lateral inhibition at the word level also 
abolishes the effect of entropy and surprisal at the word level (C)

1. Use innovative analytic approaches from neuroscience to 
better understand computational models 

2. Assess whether those approaches can 'discover' and/or 
unpack known computational details of a complex model of 
speech processing (TRACE; McClelland & Elman, 1986)

Feedback is critical for cross-over; inhibition is not 

Surprisal and entropy predict 
separate aspects of TRACE activity

Simulation 1: Predictive Coding in TRACE
● In a popular computational framework known as Predictive 

Coding (e.g., Rao & Ballard, 1999), only sensory input that 
deviates from predictions is encoded; this is argued to be a 
computationally efficient encoding scheme

● Does a putative hallmark of Predictive Coding observed in 
human neuroimaging emerge in the Interactive Activation 
model, TRACE?  
○ If not, this may be a critical failure of interactive activation
○ If it does, what features of TRACE drive the effect, and 

does this mean the effect does not diagnose operation of 
Predictive Coding, or does TRACE implicitly implement 
Predictive Coding?

Sim. 2: Information measures in TRACE
● In MEG, the degree to which information-theoretic 

measures such as surprisal and entropy predict changes in 
time-varying brain activity are used to infer computations 
supporting speech processing

● We apply the same approach to TRACE, to assess:
○ What information-theoretic properties the model is 

sensitive to, and what computational features drive those 
sensitivities

○ To what degree is TRACE sensitive to the same 
informational properties as humans?

● Receives pseudo-spectral featural input 
over time

● Has separate layers for features, 
phonemes, and words

● Has multiplicative feedforward 
connections between layers as 
well as top-down feedback from 
words to phonemes

● Lateral inhibition within layers; 
competition governs activation

● Here, we treat TRACE like a subject in a neuroimaging 
study, tracking activity within layers, and analyzing it 
spatially (Simulation 1) or temporally (Simulation 2)
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